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So a few weeks ago, I was honored with the ask to do a talk, and of course not knowing the 

absolute uncertainty that today would bring –even just a few weeks later—of I course I find 

tonight that I just got out of the Operating Room with a patient, and barely made it in the door 

to join tonight’s services.  I am still in my scrubs, without even a chance to change—A TRULY 

COME-AS-YOU-ARE MOMENT—AND I am likely not my “best self” right at this moment, but I 

am MYSELF, and I will bring my best to you this evening: AND that is all each of us can ever do!! 

 

I put a lot of thought into what I wanted to say tonight, as the assignment for my talk tonight 

was kind of an arduous one.  I have given numerous talks before; for example, years ago when I 

gave the Commencement address for my graduation from UC BERKELEY, the topic areas were 

clear:  

• Talk about achievements, 

• Goals and aspirations for the future,  

• How we would all want and hope to better the world going forward… 

• all pretty obvious topic areas.  



 

Here was very different.  The assignment for my talk tonight was: “to just talk about anything 

you want”…and was very non-directed and non-specific.  And that initially made it infinitely 

more difficult.  So I thought long and hard about it, and I took several long walks and pounded 

the pavement over the past couple of weeks to think about what would be most poignant to 

talk about here in this forum.  The more and more I thought about it, the topic areas for THIS 

talk became just as obvious as a graduation speech, if not more so.  In fact, I realized the most 

salient of topic areas are frankly pretty obvious, given all that we have experienced over these 

past few months, both individually and together as a Congregation.  These would most 

certainly include the topic areas of having Courage, Love, and Faith during very uncertain and 

honestly quite frenetic times. 

 

This has been an exceedingly trying time for ALL of us these past few months with the 

pandemic and with Covid-19, and also with the addition of the social justice movements that 

have also been happening concomitantly throughout this same time period.  This has been a 

time of immense transition, and it is also a time of incredible opportunity.  To say it simply, this 

is a profoundly different time as I think back to my memory of last year right around this same 

time of the year. 

 

This week marks ‘The Celebration’ if you will, of Tu B’Av…a Jewish “holiday of sorts” that until a 

year or two ago I didn’t even really know existed.  It was explained to me as a kind of “Jewish 

Valentine’s Day, to celebrate love and wine and by all means: throw in tons of chocolate too”. 



 

This year however, has been a very different kind of year.  Flashback to last year at this same 

time, I recall many of us all together outside at the Beit Kehillah surrounded by many of our 

friends and loved ones, among all of the beautiful plants and gardens down there, THE HEAT, all 

of the jubilant discussion ongoing at the time, lots of wine being served, lots of hugs and 

laughter, and Lots and Lots of chocolate!!   

I remember getting ready to leave ultimately at the end of that night and ran into THE 

AMAZING LISA RAUCHWERGER who insisted on sending me home with some of this extra and 

incredible fair-trade chocolate she had procured, so that I could bring some home to my kids 

and husband who were unable to make the event this night.  She helped fill me a huge cup of 

like over 50 pieces, so that it was literally almost overflowing. I carefully shoved it into the 

bottom of my purse, balanced it in there the best that I could, went home, walked in the door, 

threw my purse on the floor, and then I quickly ran upstairs to tuck in my kids, and to say 

goodnight.  A few minutes later I got back downstairs, and to my surprise: sitting there right 

next to my purse was my 90-pound Chocolate Lab just staring at me, and I knew instantly what 

had just happened. I peeked into my purse, and sure enough = EMPTY CUP.  Almost a $1000-

dollar emergency Vet appointment and an hour later, all was well again, but she certainly 

earned her “Chocolate Lab Name” on this very night. This night had been initially filled with so 

much laughter and fun and love and companionship, and then it ended with this kind of 

hilarious debacle, and the whole thing was all pretty humorous. And very expensive. That was 

just a year ago, and it seems almost like just the other day. 

 



Now, things are so very, very, different. For all of us. Our home lives for many of us have been 

flipped upside-down in countless ways; our work lives have significantly changed, and for many 

of us jobs have also changed for the better or for worse, or careers have changed altogether. 

We have had to see loved ones become sick, some even tragically passing on. There have been 

challenges all around us, and still daily everything seems to have changes. It’s hard to keep up. 

There has been the fear of the unknown, uncertainty in the unrest of “not knowing what we do 

not know” about this disease, the pandemic, or of the future.  There is no real “new 

normal”…at least not one coming any time soon that I can see.  Or that anyone can see or 

predict.  

 

There have been both the negative occurrences as I mentioned previously with so many people 

falling ill, our collective isolation requirements, and then sometimes also the death of our loved 

ones.  Certainly, there has been some rather profound loneliness for so many of us.  Granted, 

there have been some positive changes too, which may have been found very unexpectedly: 

Perhaps more time for some of us at home with family that we otherwise might not have had 

or had known to make the space or time for previously; for some maybe a job change was a 

welcome one. For some maybe even a relationship change, or a new place to live, or a new 

home.  There have been numerous Zoom meetings and online connections that HAD to (pretty 

much be instantly made) overnight, in order for us to continue communicating, and I for one 

am so very grateful that we had that ability. Imagine if we did not, and it were pre-internet 20-

something years ago, and how different this kind of isolation would have been?? 

 



There have been daily adjustments that we have all had to make to get through the last few 

months, and in many cases this has had us question, or at least pressed many of us to question: 

OUR FAITH.  Perhaps we’ve questioned our faith or understanding or belief in God at times, 

asking: “How could something like this happen?”  To be clear, let’s face it: THIS was not just an 

epidemic that happened to us here in America…  THIS IS A PANdemic THAT HAPPENED TO THE 

WORLD!!!  How could something THIS big happen, and then to have God NOT have a hand in 

it?? At least on some level?? It at least begs the question, and makes many of us wonder and 

think about what does all this mean?? And then to have all the other inhumane acts happen in 

the world as well over these past few months, which simultaneously also has led to other 

multiple social justice movements unfolding all during this same time of isolation… this has 

been a mind-blowing time to say the least.  

 

Perhaps we have even questioned our faith in ourselves, and about our being able to “weather 

the storm” with courage, and to still maintain a strong belief in ourselves.  Having courage 

during the easy times is easy for anybody…it is having both the COURAGE and the having the 

GRACE to do it during the difficult and most challenging of times, that speaks to a person’s true 

grit and strength of character…and that is why this has been such a revealing time.  I have 

learned the character of other people over these past few months, like never before.  As a 

frontline person working in a hospital, I saw doctors and nurses refusing to come in to work for 

fear of becoming sick, and on those very same days I saw others who continually put 

themselves in harm’s way to help their fellow people.  As someone married to another frontline 

first-responder husband, I saw a man who believed in doing whatever was necessary every day, 



to help others also get through this time, and we both chose to daily report to duty.  Each of us 

here tonight, has had our own individual and shared experiences and things we can point to 

over these past few months, and perhaps having a good strong focus on these many “caring 

moments” we’ve experienced, is one of the most important and best things that we can each 

do now, to daily renew our faith. Not just in ourselves, or one-another, but also in God.  

 

This is what I love about how this time period of Tu B’Av, and how the love among Jewish 

people collides Smack-Dab with this week’s Torah Parshah:  Eikev.  Just when Moses and the 

people were at their most despondent, fighting, and acting in ways that many would consider 

at their most horrible: GOD STAYED ANYWAY.  God never left.  

 

In the Parshah of Eikev, Moses also continues his closing remarks with the people of Israel, 

promising them and declaring that if they will fulfill the commandments—OR MITZVOT--of the 

Torah—then they are about to conquer and settle in keeping with God’s promise to their 

forefathers.  He reminds the people that the Lord “afflicted them and let them go hungry, and 

then fed them with manna”, which they did not know was coming.  The inherent teaching 

through this course of acts and also famous passage from (Deuteronomy 8:3): is that “man does 

not live by bread alone, but rather by whatever comes from the mouth of the Lord does man 

live”. He then repeats this again (in Deuteronomy 8:16): to really slam the point home: that this 

was “in order to afflict you and in order to test you, to benefit you in your end”. Moses goes on 

to describe for the people that the land they are about to enter as flowing with milk and honey, 

and reminds the people that fulfillment of the Covenant brings these rewards! 



 

A key passage in this week’s Parshah is the second chapter of the Shema, which (again more 

repeating) repeats the fundamental mitzvot from the Shema’s first chapter, and describes the 

rewards of fulfilling God’s commandments, and the tremendous potential adverse results of 

their neglect.  Eikev, which literally means “a heel”, as in the heels of our own feet, has been 

interpreted previously by Rashi where he says it is the Mitzvot that we can either choose to do, 

or that we may tread on with our own heels, that truly matters among people.  That we should 

never take anything for granted or to not really observe them—even the small Mitzvot matter-- 

and that we need to appreciate and value them all, no matter how small. That sometimes the 

small things can mean so much more than the big things. Do not take anything for granted, and 

that every small step is an opportunity to move forward.  Ultimately, the reward of the “land of 

milk and honey” and all that it brings, is the blessing and love from God, if the people choose to 

follow these ordinances that Moses describes.  

 

What is so powerful here is that God doesn’t give up on the people even as they rebel against 

God again and again.  God had a commitment to, and a love for our ancestors, and for us.  The 

word AHAVA is used and repeated 3 times throughout Deuteronomy 10:12-19 where there are 

multiple mentions of us loving and worshiping the Lord, to walk in all his ways and to love HIM, 

loving our fellow strangers, and the true implication that HE will love us back in return.  The 

people’s commitment to, and having faith in, adherence to the Covenant, and the ultimate 

reward of God’s love, beautifully illustrates the heartbeat of this time of Tu’B’Av.   

 



For us, this is why having faith and remembering to keep it, ESPECIALLY now, is so important, 

and to remember to do this, AND to do it on a daily basis. Remembering to be grateful for what 

we do have. Remembering to be grateful for one another. Remembering to say I love you; 

perhaps even forgiving someone now who you may never really had planned to… this is the 

time when having that kind of courage and faith in something bigger than ourselves, and during 

this time of daily challenge, is so important. Because anyone can live life when it is easy. It 

matters that you can live it with grace and with courage when it is hard. And God knew that—

He didn’t leave Moses, He didn’t leave our ancestors, and He is not going anywhere from any of 

us now.   

 

On this we must keep the faith, and remember to keep it daily. And to help our family and 

friends and those around us also stay strong if they are going through a tough time, or having a 

tough day.  Or week.  Or month.  This is why it is so important too in that we remain connected; 

maybe instead of texting a friend, think of calling and having a conversation and making a 

strong human connection, which many of us are craving right now. Make a gift basket for a 

friend, bake and deliver something sweet to someone you know, send a snail-mail card filled 

with love and compassion for someone, or a small surprise gift, or flowers, or even just a kind 

wave across the street at a stranger.  We all have masks on now, so you kind of have to smile 

with your eyes ☺  .   We have to have faith that we can and will make it through this time, and 

have the willingness to help one another in our Congregation whenever and wherever we can 

serve.  Especially also to people different from ourselves. 

I love a quote from Rabbi Jonathan Sacks that reads: 



“The test of faith is whether I can make space for difference. Can I 
recognize God's image in someone who is not in my image, who language, faith, 
ideals, are different from mine? If I cannot, then I have made God in my image instead 
of allowing him to remake me in his.” 
 

We can all continue to maintain courage through this time, strengthen our faith, and spread the 

LOVE. 

----- 

And finally, As a member of the Beth Am Women’s Board, all of us would like to encourage 

the opportunity for more women to join--especially during this time--to participate in so 

many current existing activities or to offer up new ones that you may want to organize or 

lead.  Beth Am Men is another superb way to stay connected and involved. There is still 

always something on the Congregation Beth Am Calendar: thankfully, this is a fairly busy 

place still! And as a Congregation, all of us collectively—whatever pronouns we have for 

ourselves individually—we are all still ONE TOGETHER.  TOGETHER we are all SO much 

stronger than we are as individuals. We can remember to love one another, have the wine 

and lots and lots of chocolate, this year too—even though it is more fraught with challenges 

than last year for many of us—and LET’S ALL just remember also to hide the chocolate from 

our dogs, or better yet: not leave the purse on the floor!!! 

And in closing, just one more quote from Jonathan Sacks: 

“There's always hope. You can lose everything else 

in the world, but Jews never lose hope”. 

Jonathan Sacks 

      SHABBAT SHALOM!!! 

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/jonathan-sacks-quotes

